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Dear Commission Secretary,
 
My whole family have been quite concerned by the way this BC hydro 
process took place. 
 
First of all, the forcing (bullying) of Smart meters on customers 
through letters, removal of meters without discussion with the public 
prior to removal, then the threats of added charges for something 
the public again had no say; and finally the consequences of these 
meters having already proven falty, unsafe, unhealthy and creating 
privacy issues; Why Smart Meters, when Analog Meters are precise/
efficient/reliable/durable, and has a history of no ill effect to 
our health and its environment in the last 50 years or so. It has 
proven reliable, consistant and very economical to our British 
Columbians and up to now has not been a reason for concern until 
now with the removal and replacement of the Analog Meters by 
Smart Meters. 
 
Hydro abused his public trust by lying and introducing a Smart Meter 
that had been proven an issue all across the world with legal action 
having been taken by it's constituents. The trust given to Hydro is the 
only reason why they got so many Smart Meters installed, leaving 
many customers totally at lost for words, or action once they 
discovered the many issues arising from these meters.These meters 
were unsafe/unreliable/needing replacement within 5years/creating a 
privacy issue all in the hope to make more profit, once would expect 
in sight of all the nasty evidence? When working for the public, 
greed shouldn't be the leading core, but most cost efficiency price, 
quality, reliability and service delivery. The analog meters has been 
proven to last over 25 years, these analog meters get read every 2 
months, and are safe and non-invasive. In some areas they are read 
along with the gas meters so only one reader person is necessary. I 
personally never heard of privacy issues being at risk with analog 
meters and again, they are economical, consistent, efficient, 
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durable and reliable. What more do we need for our public service 
except maybe extending the service further to reach those less 
fortunate who still do not have power access yet in their areas? Why 
is Hydro so hung up on imposing a system proven to fail, as these 
Smart Meters have been used all over the world with extremely 
negative feedback for years now and they are well documented and 
fully rejected where ever installed. What does that say for Hydro now 
imposing this service delivery, with no reviewing of these new service 
delivery and the added cost incurred by the public and finally the 
bullying/lying as to enforce these Smart meters over our already fine 
analog meters? Why add cost when a previous service was still good 
and accessable and equipment already paid for with no added fees 
and equipment required?
 
Secondly, my family were pretty fortunate as we were able to retain 
our newly installed analog meter by stating our refusal all through 
this process early enough as to prevent the new Smart Meter's 
installation. Now, most of our neighbors weren't so fortunate, yet 
would have prefered to have retained their analog meters, but 
couldn't afford the removal and frankly didn't know how to deal with 
the threats of over payment by BC hydro. We, British Columbians 
never had a say whether wewanted our analog meters changed. It 
was through BC hydro's lies that Smart Meters were install in the first 
place, and once installed they then bullied and threatened a cost 
added fee for removal and said that they no longer had our analog 
meters. Who gave them the right to dispose of all the analog meters 
paid by British Columbians through out the years? The last two years, 
I have more negativity in regards to Smart Meters from friends, 
acquaintances and a full web of people coming out to speak up 
against this dangerous, invasive device. Where did our democratic 
right go? Why would a perfectly good analog meter, be removed 
from service, and no longer available when this same analog meters 
has sustained British Columbians for years without issues such as 
what we've experienced with the Smart Meters in less than two 
years? What did Hydro do with all these analog meters which we Tax 
payers paid for? 
 
So in short, I trust that BCUC will return the public service back to 



the people of British Columbia in regards to removing the Smart 
Meters at Hydro's cost/expense, as well as stop any added cost to the 
British Columbians, and return the analog meters that proved 
efficient and reliable in the last 35 years back. I look forward to 
hearing your decision as I expect that only a return to analog meters 
at present is the right choice for our province and the maintenance of 
health, service, privacy and safety or our citizens. We thanks for your 
time and diligence in protecting public service access and delivery. 
 
Our warmest regards,
Gloria A. Boyd, Steve Dube, and Nathalie Dube




